
Chapter-5 

The happy tree 

ORAL  

1. Who is munmun  ?  

Ans. Munmun is a seed which is buried inside the soil .  

2. What makes munmun  look beautiful ?  

Ans. Munmun  looks beautiful when it grows up as a beautiful tree. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS. 

Tick (✓) the correct answer in each .  

1. Why is it not easy for Munmun to push the mud ?  

a) It is hard.  

b) It is soft.  

c) It is wet. [✓]  

2. Which tree does Munmun grow up to be ? 

a) Mango 

b) Gulmohar[✓] 

c) Neem  

3. The sound pitter – patter is the sound of  

a) Wind  

b) Sea 

c) Rain [✓]  

WRITTEN  

1. Where is munmun sleeping ?  

Ans. Munmun is sleeping inside the soil. 

2. What does munmun see as he peeps out of the soil ?  

Ans. As he peeps out of the soil he sees light and green trees around him .  

3. What message does munmun give to us ?  

Ans. Munmun gives message that look after the trees. Don’t cut it . They are our 

green friends. 

4. Number the sentences in sequence as they are in the story .  

6️⃣ Munmun has a message for us.  

5️⃣ Munmun grows up to be a big gulmohar tree.  

3️⃣ The soil becomes wet.  

1️⃣Munmun the seed , sleeps inside the soil . 

2️⃣ munmun hears a sound – ' pitter-patter'.  

4️⃣ Munmun peeps out of the soil .  

THINK AND ANSWER  

1. What makes Munmun happy when he comes out of the soil ?  



Ans. When Munmun comes out of the soil he sees light and green trees around , which makes 

him happy .  

2. Why does the big tree say, “ you are not  only beautiful but you are also useful” ?  

Ans. The big tree says “you are not only beautiful but you are also useful too” because trees 

keep the air fresh and clean and gives food also.  

3. Which sentence tells us that Munmun loves children ?  

Ans. The sentence , “children play under his shade tells that Munmun loves children.  

4. Which games do you think children play under Munmun's shade ?  

Ans. They are making a circle around the tree and playing.  

5. Tick (✓) the way in which we can make plants happy.  

(a) By watering them regularly . ☑️ 

(b) By walking over them  

(c) By plucking their leaves. 

LISTEN  

Listen carefully and answer the questions by putting a (✓) for and (❌) for no .  

1. Yes ❎ 

No☑️ 

2. Yes ☑️ 

No❎ 

3. Yes ❎ 

No☑️ 

4. Yes ❎  

No☑️ 

5. Yes ❎ 

No ☑️ 

SPEAK 

Match and read out these rhyming words and have fun .  

Milk – silk  

Kite – night           

Frock – talk  

LEARN NEW WORDS  

1. From the given sentences , write the names of animals in the green bowl and names of places in 

the red bowl .  

1. A cow lives in shed .  

2. A lion lives in a den.  

3. A fish lives in water.  

4. A horse lives in a stable.  

5. A dog lives in a kennel .  



1. Shed.    Cow  

2. Den.    Lion 

3. Water.    fish 

4. Stable.    Horse 

5. Kennel.    Dog  

2. Fill in the blanks correctly with the words given in the brackets. 

1. Only some children  know how to solve this sum .    (Sum, some)  

2. Look for four red apples on the tree.     (Four, for)  

3. The mother does not let her son play in the sun.    ( Son , sun)  

4. I write with my right hand.     (Right , write  )  

C. Read these words [talk].      [Hand]    

Now, underline the silent letter in these words .  

Lis t en 

Chil d ren  

H onest  

H our  

Dou b t  

W rite  

We I gh t. 

Kn ife  

Sc ience  

SPELL  

Fill in the blanks with vowel (a, e , I , o, u)  

1. Gra ndm o th e r  

2. Br a nch e  s  

3. Sq u irr e l  

4. C I rc le s  

5. G a rd e  n  

6. Sch oo l  

PUNCTUATE  

1. there are no bisquits in the jar 

There are no bisquits in the jar.  

2. amit and raj are frinds.  

Amit and raj are friends. 

3. meera loves to play guiter .  

Meera loves to play guiter.  

4. ronhan lives in delhi.  

Rohan lives in delhi.  

WRITE  

1. What is your name ?  

My name is Nitin . 

2. Do you like it .  

Yes, I like it .  



3. Who buy it for you ?  

My uncle bought it for me.  

4. Where do you live ?  

I live near the park.  

5 Do you have a dog ? What is its name?  

Yes, I have a dog . His name is roomy .  

6. How do you go to school ?  

I go to school in my bicycle.  

GRAMMER  

Tick (✓) the sentences and cross (❌) the ones that are not.  

1. The girls are playing with dolls.☑️ 

2.  Barking the are dogs. ❎ 

3. This is a big book. ☑️ 

4. Rose a beautiful is flower. ❎ 

VERBS  

A. Circle the verbs in the sentences .  

1. Birds ( fly )in the sky.  

2. The sun (shines ).  

3. My grandma (knites) very fast . 

4. Dogs (bark) at stangers. 

5. The baby (cries) when it is hungry .  

6. The zebra (eats) grass and plants.  

7. A potter( makes ) clay pots .  

8. He (closed) the door.  

9. The boys( played ) football.  

10. I (drink) milk every morning.  

11. I (eat) eggs for breakfast.  

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct verbs from the brackets .  

1. Elephant play  in the water. 

2. The girls sing sweetly.  

3. Stars Twinkle at night . 

4. The baby laughs loudly. 

5. Father drives the car .  

6. A lion lives in a cave.  

7. Cows eat grass .  

8. Pilots fly aeroplanes. 

 

 SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE  

Complete the sentences using the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets.  

1. Birds build nests in trees .  

2. My mother cooks delicious food.  

3. The children play in the park. 

4. Renu shouts in class. 

5. My mother runs very fast. 



6. Sachin loves apples.  

7. Mala bakes tasty cakes.  

8. Sona and mona watchs tv. 

9. The teacher teachs the students.  

10. Rohit sings well. 

The loving dog.  

Looks at the pictures and fill in the blanks with correct pronouns. 

1. This is Rahul. 

He  has a ball . 

2. This is neha . 

She had an umbrella. 

3. Mita and mira are friends . 

They are cycling. 

PRESENT  CONTINUOUS TENSE 

A. Look at the pictures . Now , fill the blanks to say what each one is doing. 

1. Anandi is drawing a rainbow . 

2. Monica's mother is covering  the notebook. 

3. Mr Roy is looking  for his keys. 

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets. 

1. My mother is baking a cake . 

2. The child is eating an apple. 

3. Radha is skipping . 

4. Grandma is khitting a muffler. 

5. The monkey is climbing the tree. 

Robot and the cobbler 

A. Anand is standing under an umbrella. What is he doing ? He is putting 

tea in the cups . There are more cups on the table. Can you see a cat 

sitting under the table ? There is a bus on the road . People are sitting in 

the bus. Can you see a dog behind the tree . 

B. tick (✓) the correct words in the brackets.  

1 . The painting is on the wall.  

2 . The cat is in the basket.  

3 . The chair is near the table.  

4 . The bird flew over the tree. 

5 . Samir is between Nina and Nithi.  

6 . The cat jumped into the well.  

7 . The boy went up the hill.  

8 . The ball rolled down the stairs. 

9 . The bicycle is behind the gate.  



10 . The head of the frog is above the water.  

The lost chicken 

A. Use and  to join these pairs of sentences .  

1. The kites are light .  

The kites are bright.  

· the kites are light and bright.  

2. Smiley is small. 

Smiley is yellow. 

·smiley is small and yellow. 

3. Mother hen is big. 

Mother hen is fluffy.  

·mother hen is big and fluffy. 

4. The streets are crowded .  

The streets are dirty.  

·the steets are crowded and dirty. 

B. Use but to join these pairs of sentences. 

1. Anita loves kites.  

She can’t fly them.  

- Anita loves kites but can’t fly them.  

2. Nisha can see the tiger. 

She can’t see the lion.  

- Nisha can see the tiger but can’t see the lion. 

3. Neha does not know how to swim.  

She is learning it.  

- Neha does not know how to swim but learning it .  

 

DON'T  

1. Flowers bloom in the sky.  

- Flowers don’t bloom in the sky.  

2. Stats shine in the garden .  

- Starts don’t shine in the garden. 

3 .  Fish live on trees. 

- Fish don’t live on trees.  

4. Take things that belong to others.  

- Take things that don’t belong to others. 

5. Sachin and his friends live in the zoo. 

- Sachin qnd his friends don’t live in the zoo.  

Doesn’t 

À. Rewrite these sentences using doesn’t.  

1. The monkey dances when it hears music.  

- The monkey doesn’t dances when it hears music.  



2. My mother sings sweetly.  

- my mother doesn’t sings sweetly.  

3. The boy swims perfectly.  

- the boy doesn’t swim perfectly. 

4. Rohan plays cricket.  

- Rohan doesn’t play cricket.  

 

B . Fill in the blanks using don’t or don’t to complete the sentences.  

1. I don’t  like apples.  

2. She doesn’t know this answer.  

3. We don’t like to waste food. 

4. Mr verma. Doesn’t like his new car.  

The Happy Tree 

Read these sentences and circle the subject.  

1. The air is cool and fresh .  

2. Saloni and Rima are friends.  

3. The book is on the table .  

4. The dog ran after the thief .  

5. The bus Went over the bridge.  

There is / there are  

Fill in the blanks.  

1. There is an apple in the basket. 

2. There are  many ants in the sugar pot .  

3. There is one green banana in this bunch.  

4. There are many clowns in their circus.   

ANSWERING QUESTIONS  

QUE:  what's the time ?  

And: The time is 3️’o clock.   

Que: what's grandpa doing ?  

Ans: grandpa is reading a Book.  

Que: what’s the problem ?  

Ans: bicycle's tyre is puncture.  


